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� Access Economics was commissioned by the 

Canberra Racing Club to collect statistics on 

product fees for racing, economic impacts 

and to comment on product fee issues.

� Access Economics provided a submission in 

response to the ICRC Issues Paper (Report 

10/2010).

Background
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� Relies heavily on the ACT Government 

being able to continue operating a retail 

wagering monopoly (ACTTAB) while 

reducing product fees to the racing industry.

� Creates significant uncertainty: impossible 

to achieve efficiencies (like investing in a 

three-code complex) with this uncertainty 

over future product fees

Draft Report conclusions
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� The Draft Report argues that wagering in 

the ACT is relatively independent of the 

racing industry.

� The Draft Report also argues that problem 

gambling is an output of the racing industry.

This is difficult to reconcile…

Draft Report conclusions (cont’d)
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ICRC, p7 and p33

ICRC, p28
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ICRC citations
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Primary source was actually: a letter from Minister Barr 
to the CRC CEO Peter Stubbs, 21 June 2010

� Access Economics seems to have been given 

much of the credit for framing the criteria 

of the investigation

ICRC citations (cont’d)
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ICRC, p48
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� And again:

ICRC citations (cont’d)
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ICRC, p50

ICRC citations (cont’d)
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� Or was it the Minister’s TOR that framed 

the investigation?

ICRC, p67
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Or the ICRC Issues Paper?
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ICRC, Issues Paper

Access Economics’ response
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Access Economics’ response (cont’d)
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Access Economics’ response (cont’d)
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Access Economics’ response (cont’d)
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Revisiting the Terms of Reference
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� The Draft Report dismisses much of the 

information sought, and supplied by Access 

Economics, as ‘not appropriate’.

� If the ICRC has concerns about the 

appropriateness of its TOR, it could perhaps 

direct those concerns to the Minister.

� The ICRC has taken an industry assistance 

approach when it was asked to place a 

value on product fees
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Industry assistance?
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� The Investigations’ Terms of Reference 

makes no mention of industry assistance 

nor industry existence.

� The ICRC was asked to undertake a 

valuation of racing industry product fees

� The Draft Report, as it stands, does not 

address the Terms of Reference

The thrust of the submissions
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� The ICRC received a number of submissions 

on its Issues Paper.

� The Draft Report appears to differ markedly 

from the broad thrust of the submissions 

received.

� As well as not addressing the Terms of 

Reference, the Draft Report does not reflect 

the consensus of the affected parties.
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Specific issues
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Some specific issues with the ICRC’s Draft 

Report:   1) Has the industry contracted?

This apparent ‘contraction’ was due to AE using different 
ratios (of expenditure : value added) than IER.

The industry did indeed grow between 2005-06 and 2008-09

ICRC, p24

Specific issues (cont’d)
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2) Are product fees:turnover similar to NSW?

No, the NSW figures exclude RFL revenues, 

while the ACT figures include RFL revenues

ICRC, p49
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Specific issues (cont’d)
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3) Did AE only provide estimates of racing and 

wagering economic activity combined?

No, a breakdown

was given

ICRC, p27

ICRC, p20

ICRC, p23

Specific issues (cont’d)
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4) Table 2.5 requires amendment

ICRC, p17
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Specific issues (cont’d)
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5) ACTTAB dividends and retained earnings

Retained earnings increase shareholders’ 

equity.  Shareholder returns involve more 

than just ACTTAB’s current year dividends.

ICRC, p36

Specific issues (cont’d)
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6) ‘Racing industry’ versus ‘thoroughbreds’

ICRC, p23
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Specific issues (cont’d)
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7) Victorian and NSW GSP

This appears to be just a typo in the IER report 

(p30) where 0.78% should read 0.48%

ICRC, p22 and p23

Specific issues (cont’d)
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8) Economic contribution methodology

Appears to be a non-standard method, based 

on broad national averages, based on

2004-05 data

Doesn’t reconcile with the readily observable 

economic activities occurring in the ACT

ICRC, p25
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Specific issues (cont’d)
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9) Small jurisdiction, large jurisdiction?

� The Draft Report relies on a “small 

jurisdiction” argument to argue there is 

wagering and racing are relatively 

independent

� The Draft Report also relies on a “big 

jurisdiction” argument than any 

expenditure reduction/job losses from 

racing will be re-absorbed elsewhere

ICRC, p28

ICRC, p20 to p21

Conclusion
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The Draft Report could benefit from revision:

� It could better reflect its Terms of Reference 

and its Submissions

� It could shift the focus from ‘industry 

assistance/existence’ framework to a 

product fee valuation framework

� Needs to assess the risks to ACTTAB and the 

ACT Government from ‘breaking the link’ 

between racing and wagering


